MLA Style: Articles
(From Database, Web, or Print)
NOTE: Your professor has final say in citation style. Follow his/her guidelines if different from these.

From a Database (through Library or personal subscription):

Journal Article
Last, First or if no author begin with title of article. “Title of Article.” Name of Journal Volume. Issue (Year of Journal):
    page range or n. pag. Database. Web. Day Month Year of access.

Ex:

Magazine Article

Newspaper Article

From the Web (from publication's website or found via Google):

Journal Article
Last name, First name or if no author begin with title of article. “Title of Article.” Name of Journal Volume. Issue (Year of journal): page range or n. page. Web. Day Month Year of access.

Ex:
**Magazine Article**


**Newspaper Article**


**Original Print Copy:**

**Journal Article**

Last, First or if no author begin with title of the article. “Title of Article.” *Name of Journal* Volume.Issue (Year of journal): page range or n. pag. Print.

**Ex:**


**Magazine Article**


**Newspaper Article**


[If the newspaper has an edition on the masthead (early, late, etc.) include it after the date as shown.]

**Parenthetical/In-Text Citation:**

(Kingsbury 42) Use author last name and page number when the page numbers are given. (Kingsbury) Use just the author’s last name if no page numbers are given.

For more information about citations refer to the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers*. For help, contact the Reference Desk: 443-412-2131, http://www.harford.edu/library/ask_a_librarian